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Due to declining coverage of the landline RDD frames, researchers have become 
increasingly reliant on dual-frame (cell phone and landline) RDD designs to maintain 
complete coverage of the household population. A key challenge facing users of this 
approach is achieving geographically accurate coverage of state and sub-state areas 
through targeted cell phone sampling. 

The Aligning Forces for Quality (AF4Q) initiative has a target population residing in 17 
markets across the United States, ranging in size from single counties to entire states. The 
overlapping dual-frame design comprises both RDD landline and targeted cell phone 
samples. This poster presents data describing the geographic accuracy of the cell phone 
samples in each market and how the accuracy varied by market size. 

Figure 1: AF4Q Markets

We compared geographic eligibility rates by market and market size for all sampled cell 
phone numbers. Market size was determined by the number of counties the given market 
was composed of: 1 to 5 counties, 6 to 10 counties, greater than 10 counties, and an entire 
state. Figure 2 shows how the markets were distributed by size.

Figure 2: Market Distribution by Size

Geographic Ineligibility by Market and Market Size among Cell Phones

Percent SE Percent

Total 28.44 0.59

Market

Memphis 48.53 1.97

Humboldt County 41.63 2.32

West Michigan 41.22 3.15

Minnesota - Twin Cities 35.66 2.35

Minnesota 35.57 3.45

Cleveland 35.39 2.29

South Central PA 30.58 2.77

Kansas City 29.98 1.94

Willamette Valley 26.33 2.17

Puget Sound 21.65 1.63

Detroit 20.44 2.12

Oregon 13.33 2.94

Cincinnati 12.60 2.05

Western New York 10.35 1.71

Winsconsin 5.86 1.58

Maine 5.51 1.43

Market Size (Number of Counties)

1 to 5 Counties 34.77 0.87

6 to 10 Counties 24.11 1.10

More than 10 Counties 26.44 1.53

Entire State 5.67 1.06

Geographic Ineligibility by Market Geographic Ineligibility by size

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) is one of the nation’s largest philanthropic 
organizations. RWJF seeks to improve the health and health care of all Americans. Significant 
among RWJF program areas are their efforts to improve health care policy and practice. 
RWJF’s AF4Q initiative aims to raise the quality of health care by supporting community-
based alliances across the nation. The AF4Q initiative works to lift the overall quality of 
health care, reduce racial and ethnic disparities, and provide models for national reform 
through the alignment of efforts to increase public reporting, consumer engagement, 
and quality improvement within these communities. Currently, there are 17 markets with 
qualified multi-stakeholder organizations that are participating in the AF4Q initiative. The 
target population for this study consists of adult-aged chronically ill consumers of health 
care residing in the AF4Q markets. Chronically ill conditions include asthma, diabetes, 
coronary heart disease, hypertension, and depression.  In 2006 a team of researchers 
affiliated with The Pennsylvania State University were identified by RWJF as the AF4Q 
evaluation team.  The role of the evaluation team is to identify and monitor implementation 
of the AF4Q program and to assess its impact.  

The AF4Q survey was a dual-frame design comprising an RDD sample of landline telephone 
numbers and a cell phone sample. Our research focus for this analysis is the cell phone 
sample. 

The national cell phone frame was stratified into the 17 AF4Q markets. The stratification of 
cell phone numbers by geography was implemented by Marketing Systems Group (MSG) 
by identifying the location of telephony switch locations that support wireless service. 
The sampling frame for each market consisted of sets of thousand series blocks that are 
associated with switch locations located in counties within that market. For a sampled cell 
phone number to be eligible to participate in the survey, the person responding must have 
resided in the market of interest. It is increasingly common for individuals to maintain their 
cell phone numbers even though they no longer reside in the location in which the number 
was issued. This means that in order to meet the target number of completed cell phone 
interviews, researchers need to be able to factor in the proportion of the sample that will be 
lost due to geographic ineligibility. 
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2. AF4Q Background

3. Methods

The number of cell phone only households is on the rise (Blumberg and Luke, 2011), and 
this presents an immense difficulty for researchers who are interested in targeting small 
geographic areas through RDD sampling. The data for the RDD component of AF4Q suggest 
that approximately 30 percent of the cell phone numbers sampled were geographically 
ineligible to complete the AF4Q survey. Moreover, some markets had ineligibility rates of 
close to 50 percent. The high rate of geographically ineligible cell phones coupled with an 
overall cell phone response rate of 12.44% (see Figure 3) highlights the difficulty researchers 
face with RDD sampling.

The highest geographic ineligibility rates appeared to be in the smaller markets, those 
consisting of 5 or fewer counties (see Figure 4). The Memphis market had the highest 
percentage of geographically ineligible cell phone numbers. Nearly half of all cell phones 
sampled in that market were geographically ineligible. Markets that consisted of entire 
states (Maine and Wisconsin) had much lower ineligibility rates–less than 6%. Targeting 
larger geographic areas such as states or large clusters of counties requires slightly less 
precision in the association of cell numbers to counties than targeting small areas such as 
single counties. When designing dual-frame RDD samples for sub-state areas, researchers 
need to keep in mind both the over-and under-coverage that results from these geographic 
inaccuracies in the frame creation process.

Figure 3: Unweighted1 AAPOR Response Rates, by Market and Frame

Market Landline Cell Combined

Overall 23.08% 12.44% 16.46%

Oregon 27.41% 31.94% 30.29%

West Michigan 26.36% 30.85% 29.25%

Detroit 28.02% 26.46% 26.97%

Cleveland 29.02% 23.24% 25.42%

Minnesota 26.58% 23.89% 24.94%

Minnesota - Twin Cities 34.98% 18.79% 24.53%

Cincinnati 28.36% 17.80% 24.67%

Wisconsin 26.00% 18.64% 21.48%

Western New York 28.59% 13.72% 20.75%

Willamette Valley 31.41% 12.77% 19.53%

Memphis 28.11% 13.61% 18.48%

Maine 22.54% 15.56% 18.32%

Puget Sound 22.90% 15.76% 17.95%

Humboldt County 24.68% 12.43% 17.80%

Kansas City 30.65% 8.55% 17.09%

South Central PA 22.11% 11.16% 16.05%

1 Only unweighted response rates are shown as all cell phones had the same design weight within markets.

It would be interesting to do this analysis with more data to determine if there are 
differences in geographic eligibility among Regions or Census Divisions. Because the AF4Q 
markets were different sizes, we could not detect differences resulting from the geographic 
locations of counties. Additionally, it would be interesting to look at the distribution of 
geographic ineligibility by demographic characteristics (such as age). Unfortunately, that 
data is not often collected as the respondent is not asked further questions beyond the 
initial verification if they are eligible to participate in the study.

In addition, MSG has developed a new methodology for linking cell phone numbers to 
geographic areas based on rate centers, which they anticipate being more accurate than 
the linkage based on switch locations. Future research could evaluate the accuracy of 
geographic targeting based on rate centers.
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